Simulation Learning System (SLS): Scenario Finder - Classic
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General

1. Start by clicking into the Simulation Learning System folder.

2. Then, click into the Scenario Finder folder.
3. Once inside, there are 3 options to choose from: **Index**, **Search Catalog**, and **Resources**.

4. The Index will allow you to view all Scenarios based on **Curriculum Concepts**, **SLS Patients**, or **Diagnoses**.

5. If looking up based on **Curriculum Concept**, click on the concept you want to use.
6. This will open a list of Exemplar Simulations for the selected concept. Here, you can click to open the Simulation Scenario to view it.

7. The next tab in Curriculum Concept is **Classroom Activities**. Classroom Activities give ideas for group activities or discussions based on the concept.

8. The next tab in Curriculum Concept is **Clinical Activities**. Clinical Activities provide simulated clinical activity suggestions and questions.
9. The last tab in Curriculum Activities is **Learning Lab**. Learning Lab gives recommended learning lab activities and Skills Drills to consider when teaching the concept.

10. You can also search the Index by **SLS Patients**. Here, it gives the different Nursing Disciplines that the SLS Patients are located under.

11. Once you choose a discipline, a list of all the scenarios for the discipline will populate.
12. Here, you can click into the scenario to view it.

13. Lastly, you can view the Index by Diagnosis.

14. After choosing the desired diagnosis, you will be given a list of Scenarios related to the diagnosis that you can click into to view the scenario.
15. Another way to use Scenario Finder is by using the **Search Catalog** function. Here you can type a Nursing Concept, Diagnosis, or Patient name.

16. All Index entries related to your search will display.
17. The Scenario Finder also has a link to Instructor Resources for Simulation Learning Systems for further help.
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